The use of t he fini te d ifferences met hod is in solving t he boundar y value problem of t he first kind for t he nonlinear elli ptic equation A</ > = F (X,y,</>, </>., cf>u) is justified by first showing t hat t h e problem of the corresp onding difference equat ion has a uniqu e solution, and t h en t hat t he solution of t he differe nce e quat ion tends t o that of t he different ial e quation when t he net uni t te nds t o zero. Also a numerical m cthod of t he Liebmann type for t he computa tion of t he solution of t he diffe re nce equat ion is deyeloped , and t hese result s are extended to more general n onlinear ellipt ic equat ions.
Introduction
The method of finite difference is frequently used for th e numerical treatment of nonlinear partial differential equations of elliptic type. A theoretical jus tification of this m ethod , however, seems to exist in the literature only for the case of linear equations.
In this note such a justi6.ca tion is given for the simplest nonlinear elliptic equation (1) vVe assume that the partial d eriva tive F¢, i nonn egative and the d eriva tives F 4>z' F 4>1I uniformly bounded , and approximate the diff erential equation b y th e differ ence equation
¢ (x + h,y) + cf > (x,y + h) + cf > (x -h,y) + ¢ (x, y -h) -4¢(x, y)
h 2 -F {
A. ( ) cf >(x + h,y)-¢(x -h,y) -X, y ,'t' X, y ,

2h ' ¢(x,y + h)-cf >(X, y -h) } . (2) 2h
We shall show that the first boundary value problem for this difference equation possesses a unique solution that can b e computed by a Liebmann i teration m ethod, and we shall estimate the difference b etween this solution and the olution of the boundary value problem for the differ ential equation. These results extend almos t at once to th e case when a more sophisticated differ ence equation is used to approximate (1) , and also, due to a r ecent r esult by Motzkin and Wasow, to the elliptic equat ion a(x,y) cf>zz+ 2b (x, y) cf>zv+ c (x, y) ¢1111= F (x, y,cf>, cf>z,cf>y) . E xtensions to higher dimensions and to other n ets are also immediate. On the other hand, our method is t ied to the maximum-principle; it do es not apply 1 The preparation of this paper was sponsored (in part) b y the Offi ce of N aval R esearch.
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to such important quasi-linear equations as th e equation of minimal surfaces or the equation of ga dynamics.
We sta te explicitly that the r ea oning reproduced below involves only a s traightforward application of familiar arguments. In section 3, in particular, we paraphrase well-known facts in a form suitable for our purpo e .
. Notations
W e d eno te by n a fixed bounded domain in the (x,y)-plane. n is the clo ure and n/ the boundary of n. F (x, y,z,p ,q) deno tes a fix ed continuou function defined for (X, y)EQ and all z, p , q. W e a sume that the partial derivatives F z , F p , F a ex ist and sa tisfy the inequali ties
wher e D. is the Laplace operator (D.cf> = cf>zz+ ¢vv) . L et v(x, y) b e a fixed continuous function defined on Q. Boundary value problem P consists in finding a function ¢ (x, y) continuou on n and twice continuou ly differentiable in n such th at
It is lmown that this problem has a t most one solution, and that a solution exists under appropriate smoothness hypotheses. F { x, y,cf>,Dh,z[cf>] , Dh,v[cf>] 
wher e
D.h[cf> (x,y)]= cf >(x+ h,y)+ cf > (x,y + h)+ cf>(x -h,y)+ cf>(x,y -h) -4¢(x,Y)
Let P o bc the point with the coordinates (xo,yo). The points (xo+ h,Yo) , (xo, yo+ h), (xo -h,Yo) , (xo,yo-h) will be called the h-neighbors of Po and will be denoted by P OI, ' , "P04' A lattice domain Q" is a set of points, P I, ' , " P N , situated in Q, having coordinates that are integral multiples of h, and such that all points P iV , i = l , ' , ., N; p= l , ' .. , 4 belong to n, Neighbors of points of Q" that are not themselves points of Q" form the boundary Q~ of Qh ' We denote the points of Q~ by P N +I , ' • . , PM, and the union of Q" and Q~ by nh, If Q,. is fixed , and X is a function defined on nh, we denote the value of X at a point Pi (or at a point P iV ) by Xi (or Xi')' We also set where
The boundary-value problem Ph (for some fixed From now on we assume that h is so small that at least one Q h exists, and that (11) where I} is some fixed number,
An Inequality
In this section we recall some properties of the linear difference operator holds jor every junction ¢ defined on n". 
It is equivalent to the system i= I , .. . ,N,
where the matrices (Lt S) and (u ii ) depend only on l" and Q". In view of (21) the homogeneous system (k = 0, v = 0) has only the trivial solution. Hence the " Green matrix" (Gt}) = (Vj) -1 of In in Q" exists, and the unique solution of (22) 
Let <P be a solution of (22) with kl= O, V1= 01l (Kronecker 0) . Then <P i= r l!. By property (20) of solutions of (17), O~<p i~l, i= 1,2, ... , N. Thus I r il ? ° for all i, l. Next let <P be a solu tion of (22) with
and by property (20) of solutions of (17), O~<P i~1. Hence,
Now let <P be the solution of (22) [<Pi--;;i] We conclude the proof by exhibiting a function iI> (x,Y ) having the desired property (without aiming at the best possible value of 0). Without loss of generality we assume that n is located within the strip ° ~x ~d. 
Then maxiiiI> ~ ep.d and 
the T; being numbers such that O"::;'Ti"::;' 1. Since conditions (13), (14) are satisfied, inequality (16) is applicable and yields (31) .
It follows from (3 1) that problem Ph has at most one solu tion. Set
Then ILII(0)1"::;'02, so that applying (3 1) to an arbitrary function cf> = cf>I and to the function cf>II = O, we obtain
Jor every function defined on nh•
In particular, a solution cf> of Ph satisfies the inequality maxQhl cf> I..::;. K = 002+maxn!vl.
Now let (GiS) and (r ii) be the Green matrix and the Green boundary ma trix of the operator t:.11 for the domain QII, and define the continuous transforma---.
--.
tion cf>* = T t(cf» in the N -dimensional (cf>1J ... , CPN) By virtue of (34) A somewhat longer but constructive existen ce proof will be given later.
. Convergence of the Solution of the Differ· ence Equation to that of the Differential Equation
We assume now that problem P has a solution cf>(x,y).
Let w(7) ) be th e modulus of continuity of cf> (x,Y) in n, that is,
By W~2) (7)),m~2) we d enote the maximum of the moduli of continuity and of the absolute values, respectively, of the second d erivative of cf> (x,y) in the closed subdomain of Q consisting of all points in Q having a distance not less than il> O from Q'. m~2) and (for a fixed 7»0)wl 2 ) (7)) are nonincreasing functions of 0. Set
01--+0
If the second d erivatives of cf>(x,y) are continuou in a, then m (2)< + OJ and W~2) (1))_~0 for 1)~0. If cf> (x,y) possesses continuous partial derivatives of the third or fourth order, we define m~3), m (3) , m~4) , m (4) in a similar manner. Finally, we denote by w* (1)) the modulus of continuity of v(x, y) in n.
Let \1" be a lattice domain uch that (i) every point of \1~ has a distance not exceeding ~ from some point of \1' , (ii) a" is contained in a closed subdomain of n having a distance not less than 0> 0 from \1'.
We denote by cf> (h,., 01) the solution of problem Ph for this domain.
Let P j be a point of \1~, By virtue of (i) there exists a point (x, y) 
(4 0)
This relation shows that cf> can be approximated by cf> (h,.,.) with any desired degree oj accuracy. In fact , let 7] < 0 be given. We determine an ~< O so that WeE) + W*(E) :::;7]/2 and choose a closed subdomain a* of \1 such that every boundary point of a* has a distance not exceeding E from some point of \1'. For every 71,> 0 let \1" consist of all points in the interior \1 * of Q* whose coordinates are integral multiples of 10 and whose h-neighbors b elong to Q*. L et 0 be the (posi tive) distan ce of Q* to n'. We choose 10 so
If the partial derivative of cf > (x, y) of the third order exist and are continuous in \1, we may r eplace (38), (39) (39' ) and instead of (40) 
Icf> (h) -cf> 1= 0(h2).
All preceding estimate involve (ex) , ome a priori estimates for the solution of P, «(3) the exact solution of P", Without som e a priori information on the solution of the differential equation, however, its approximation by the solution of the differ ence equation can n ever be estimated . On the other hand, the difference between an exact and an approximate solution of the difference equation (and only approximate solutions can be obtained in practice) can be estimated at onee by means of (3 1). 
. Solution of the Difference Equation
such that tives are evaluated at a point (?;1, .. " ?;4), By (41 ), (44), (45) 
If the sequence { cp(n)} converges, then the limit Setting function is a solution of P h, for S; is a continuous 1nn+l= maxn,,! cp (n+I)_ cp (nJ!,
function of its arguments. In the case of the Laplace difference equation, (A ) we conclude from (50) that corresponds to the difference equation of heat conduction whose solution converges to that of the 1n n+1 ~ p1n n, Laplace equation for n -o> <Xl (n being interpreted so that as time), and (B ) is the well-lmownLiebmann method.
We assume now that (3) is replaced by the stronger 1n n ~ p n-I 1n1 , condition and for p> l , (49) and prove that procedure (B) converges. The proof for (A ) is practically the same.
where the asterisk indicates that the partial derivawhich implies the existence of
Also, by (46) , (48), where the double asterisk indicates that the partial and satisfying the following condition :
derivatives are evaluated at a point W, ... , r 4 ),
Hence, setting we have that J.L n+1 ~PJ1.n' so that
ince J1.o can be estimated by means of (31), we can determine a priori how many steps are needed in order to obtain cP with a desired degree of accuracy.
N ow we drop assumption (49) and set (for 11> 0) 
Since <I>(~) can b e computed by procedures (A) or (B), we have an effective method of solving Ph in all cases.
7 . Extension L et a(x,Y) , b(x,y ), c(x,Y) be continuous functions defined in Q.
(57) (58) With this new operator L we can state problem P.
Motzkin and Wasow* showed that (t being a sufficiently large positive integer depending on A) A can be approximated by a difference operator Ah(h> O) (r,8) =(0,0) If cp (x,y) has continuous derivatives of the second order whose moduli of continuity do not exceed W (2) (1)), then (63) and if <I > (x,y) has partial derivatives of the third order bounded in modulus by m (3), then (63 ') Under the hypotheses that the fourth order dm'ivatives exist and are bounded by m (4) in modulus this can be improved to provided Ah satisfies the additional condition
is a homogeneou polynomial of degree 3.
All this follows easily from Taylor'S theorem.
(63")
Once Ah has been chosen, it is easy to find difference operators satisfying the conditions
and approximating CPx, CPv We make now two remarks con cerning the linear difference operator ubject to conditions (13 ), (14) .
(1 
so that III can be written in the form (73) Using these two remarks and assuming that h< min (hl ,h2) , all considerations of sections 3 to 6 can be repeated with only minor and obvious modifications, Inequality (16) holds with the C determined above, and so does (31 ) , This inequality implies the uniqueness and existenee of a solution of Ph' This solution ean be computed effectively by the method of section 5, and its deviation from the solution of P can be estimated as in section 5, using inequalities (63 ), (68),
We note that the ease in which eq (1 ) is approximated not by (2) but by a more sophisticated difference equation is included in the preceding discussion.
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